Superresolution microscopy for bioimaging at the nanoscale: from concepts to applications in the nucleus
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Abstract: Superresolution microscopy breaks the diffraction limit of light, making it possible to visualize a broad range of subcellular components with nearly molecular scale detail. The potential of this powerful tool is continuously growing since the implementation of optical configurations and data analyses compatible with the technically challenging, yet frequent in biology, thick and crowded samples. We review the principles underlying stimulated emission depletion, structured illumination, and single-molecule localization microscopy approaches, and their technical developments, with an emphasis on three-dimensional and live-cell imaging. Special attention is brought to the new requirements for probe efficiency, namely their size and their photophysical properties. Finally, recent applications exploring the interphase nucleus are described to illustrate the performance of superresolution techniques.
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Introduction

Microscopy has long been a valuable tool for visualizing the complexity of biological structures as well as for directly probing the dynamics of biological processes within cells, tissues, and organisms. The components of living matter span several orders of magnitude in size, ranging typically from several nanometers for individual proteins to tens of micrometers for a mammalian cell. Various microscopy techniques have been developed for the study of biological questions at these multiple scales. Electron microscopy (EM) is the method offering the highest resolution (∼nm) and has allowed the detailed study of numerous cellular nanostructures. However, EM does not provide information on the identity of molecules building subcellular structures and is unsuitable for applications in living systems, excluding the possibility to follow dynamics. Atomic force microscopy is a scanning probe method providing high resolution, comparable to that of EM, and can be used for live imaging. Specific structural information can also be obtained by functionalization of the scanning tip, but atomic force microscopy can only explore the surface of cells.

A technique that has been widely used for the specific study of dynamics and localization of intra- and extracellular components in living specimens is fluorescence microscopy (FM). The simplest method for fluorescence imaging is the wide-field configuration (ie, epifluorescence). Diffraction of light within the optical system sets a theoretical boundary for the maximal resolution of a fluorescence microscope. The theoretical image of a point source through an optical system is best described by an Airy pattern. In practice, however, aberrations and other factors modify this
theoretical profile. The point spread function (PSF) is the real three-dimensional (3D) image of a point source obtained through the microscope and comprises both the effect of diffraction and aberrations of the system (Figure 1A). The width of the PSF in the lateral direction is $\Delta \sim \lambda \times 0.6/\text{NA}$, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the excitation light and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective. The resolution of an optical system is defined by the distance at which two point sources in the sample can be resolved in the image plane.1,2 When the two point sources are found closer than $\Delta$, their diffraction patterns overlap and the two sources cannot be resolved (Figure 1B). Thus, $\Delta$ represents the resolution of the optical system, and structures smaller than this intrinsic distance cannot be resolved optically. This limit in resolution prevented scientists from visualizing the structures and processes happening below that scale length. Confocal microscopy improves the contrast of the image by reducing the out-of-focus light using a pinhole located at the confocal image plane of the light path. The sample is illuminated with a focused spot of laser light, and images are constructed pixel-by-pixel by raster scanning. The sizes of the spot PSF and the pinhole determine the diffraction-limited resolution of the constructed image, typically 200–300 nm in the lateral and ~500–700 nm in the axial directions.

Given the aforementioned advantages of FM, a major direction for instrumental development has been to beat the diffraction limit of light and increase the resolution up to that of EM. In the past decade, three classes of techniques that allow subdiffraction fluorescence imaging have been implemented, developed, and commercialized (reviewed in Schermelleh et al,3 Cox,4 Habuchi,5 and Fornasiero and Opazo).6 Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy is based on a confocal system and reaches subdiffraction resolution by decreasing the size of the detected PSF. This is achieved by selectively turning off molecules found away from the center of the excitation beam.7,8 Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) is a wide-field technique that beats the diffraction limit by illuminating the sample with patterned light, thus allowing the microscope to transmit higher spatial frequencies, i.e., finer sample structures, than allowed by the Abbe limit.9 Single-molecule localization microscopies (SMLs) access the precise positions of individual fluorophore molecules and use them to reconstruct high-resolution images.10–13 Over the past few years, studies applying superresolution microscopy (SRM) have revealed that these three approaches have their specific advantages and drawbacks, suggesting their potential complementarity in unraveling nanoscale biological processes. A valuable comparative overview of SRM methods characteristics and performance, including light sources, spatial and temporal resolution, and limitations, has been provided in a study by Schermelleh et al.1

Here, we review the principles and fundamental advances in SRM methods and discuss their live cell imaging and probe requirements. We then highlight diffraction-unlimited quantitative microscopy studies that have allowed to gain unprecedented detailed insight into the structure and inherent dynamics of fine cellular components in the nuclear compartment.

**Technology overview of superresolution imaging**

**Stimulated emission depletion**

The first technique that has achieved subdiffraction resolution fluorescence imaging is STED microscopy. STED was theoretically introduced in the 1990s14 and experimentally demonstrated in 2000.15 This method relies on the photo-physical phenomenon formalized by Albert Einstein, termed stimulated emission. When a fluorophore in its excited state is illuminated, it can return to its ground state through emission of a photon with the same energy as the stimulating photon.

In STED microscopy, subdiffraction resolution is obtained by shrinking the effective PSF of the diffraction-limited excitation spot in a confocal setup (Figure 2A). Stimulated emission is used to deplete the population of excited fluorophores that are located at the periphery of the excitation spot. Selective depletion is achieved by applying a doughnut-shaped beam with zero intensity at its center, aligned with the center of the excitation beam. The excitation laser has a wavelength near the absorption maximum of the fluorophore used for sample labeling, and the depletion laser has a longer wavelength than the fluorophore maximum...

---

**Figure 1** Resolution in conventional fluorescence microscopy.

**Notes:** (A) Light emitted by a point source (fluorescent protein or organic fluorophore) is detected by the optical microscope as a PSF of width which depends on the wavelength of emission and the light collection capacity of the objective. (B) The diffraction of light limits the resolution of the system such that emitters closer than the width of the PSF cannot be resolved, leading to a loss of structural detail.

**Abbreviations:** PSF, point spread function; NA, numerical aperture.
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emission wavelength. Thus, the excited fluorophores found within the minimum of the doughnut will emit at the natural emission wavelength, and those outside will emit at the depletion laser wavelength. The resolution of the system is increased when the size of the doughnut hole is reduced by increasing the depletion laser power. In biological samples, resolutions up to 20 nm have been reported. The spatial resolution of a STED microscope is strongly dependent on the quality of the depletion beam profile, which will define the shape and size of the STED excitation spot. Improving the spatial resolution requires a finely tuned depletion beam and a perfect alignment with the excitation line.

According to the excitation and depletion schemes used, there are several designs of STED microscopes, namely with pulsed, continuous wave (CW) and two-photon laser sources. Pulsed mode STED (p-STED) achieves the highest resolution and requires synchronization of the excitation and depletion laser pulses. To detect nondepleted fluorophores, either the timing or the lifetime information is used in p-STED. Using CW lasers for both excitation and depletion simplifies the setup since no precise time delays between laser pulses are needed. However, the resolutions achieved are lower compared to p-STED. Two-photon excitation has been combined with STED, both in the pulsed and the CW modes in order to image thick samples, such as tissue slices, with diffraction-unlimited resolution. The different modes of STED microscopy have been widely used for both fixed and live cells, and applications have been reviewed.

In STED, the use of a doughnut-shaped depletion laser beam improves lateral resolution, but the axial resolution remains that of a confocal setup, since zero depletion intensity is distributed along the optical axis. Subdiffraction axial resolution was achieved by tuning the shape of the depletion beam. Another approach has been to combine STED with either total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) or with a 4Pi microscope configuration. In TIRF, the incident angle of the excitation light is highly inclined to obtain an evanescent wave with exponential decay, which restricts excitation to a thin region of 100–200 nm above the surface of the coverslip. TIRF effectively removes out-of-focus blur; however, its use is limited to imaging cellular components near the cell surface. The 4Pi setup uses two opposing objective lenses, both focused at the same point. This method improves axial resolution down to ~80 nm and can be applied to samples a few micrometers thick, though its implementation is challenging.

Multicolor imaging has also been achieved in STED microscopy. The first type of multicolor STED requires an excitation/depletion laser couple per fluorophore, which is technically demanding. Efforts have been made to reduce the number of laser lines by exploiting the spectral properties of both fluorescent proteins (FPs) and organic dyes.

**Structured illumination microscopy**

When a fluorescent sample is observed with an optical microscope, the structure is blurred in the resulting image due to...
the diffraction of light (Figure 1B). In other words, features of a sample smaller than ~200 nm in the lateral and ~700 nm in the axial directions could not be transmitted by the optical setup. This is the case in conventional wide-field microscopy, in which the specimen is illuminated with a nearly homogeneous beam of light. SIM is a wide-field configuration capable of doubling the diffraction-limited resolution. In two-dimensional (2D) SIM, this is achieved by exciting the sample with a line pattern of sinusoidally alternating intensity maxima and minima with a frequency at the diffraction limit (Figure 2B). For a given orientation and phase of the sinusoidal stripes, the resulting raw image is an interference pattern between the illumination and the sample and encodes subresolution structural information that is filtered by a conventional microscope. A high-resolution image is thus reconstructed by mathematical processing of raw images acquired with several directions of the patterned excitation. Typically, 2D imaging requires nine raw images (three phases along three orientations at 120°).

By modulating the illumination pattern so that it varies sinusoidally in all three directions in space, the third dimension was introduced to SIM. The 3D SIM allows physical optical sectioning with axial resolution of ~300 nm. The increased complexity of the excitation pattern requires to image at five different phases so that the resulting data can be mathematically decomposed into the constituting high-resolution parts. To be able to computationally reconstruct a high-resolution 3D-SIM dataset, each Z-section requires 15 exposures (Figure 2B). The sections have to be taken not more than 125 nm apart to allow full sampling in the axial direction.

A major disadvantage of SIM with respect to STED and SMLM is the relatively low attainable resolution. It has been shown that, in principle, SIM can reach higher resolutions if the fluorescence response is no longer linear, by saturating fluorophores in the excited state. The concept was applied in saturated SIM (SSIM) with lateral resolution of ~50 nm using fluorescent beads. The high laser intensities required in this approach make its application in biological imaging challenging. An alternative to obtain nonlinearity is the use of reversible on-off transitions of a specific class of fluorescent probes. SSIM with the photoswitchable protein Dronpa allowed ~60 nm resolution imaging of nuclear pores in extracted nuclei using the TIRF mode.

The relatively large number of acquisitions per plane (~15) in SIM can lead to photobleaching and sample drift during the acquisition. These effects can severely degrade performance and produce reconstruction artifacts. To reduce these shortcomings, it is important to correctly match the refractive indices, increase labeling contrast, and reduce sample movement during acquisition (either mechanical or biological). Particular attention must be paid when interpreting structures that are close to the SIM resolution limit, as reconstruction at these length scales is intrinsically prone to artifacts. SIM has been a popular choice to reveal various cellular structures at higher contrast. It offers the possibility of fast 3D imaging with most conventional fluorophores as long as they are sufficiently photostable and is highly convenient for multicolor applications.

**Single-molecule localization microscopies**

SMLM or probe-based superresolution imaging is a family of techniques that utilizes the particular photophysical properties of a subset of fluorescent dyes to accurately determine their individual positions and thus obtain diffraction unlimited resolution. These include photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM), fluorescence PALM (FPALM), stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), and direct STORM (dSTORM). Unlike STED and SIM, which tune the illumination pattern to improve imaging resolution, SMLM employs a classical wide-field configuration. The principle of SMLM methods relies on the possibility to localize a single point source of light by fitting its PSF with a Gaussian or Lorentzian function. The precision of localization is dependent on the number of photons emitted by the molecule, the background, and the width of the PSF. An underlying condition is a low probability of emitter overlap, i.e., only a small subset of fluorophores is to be emitting in the same time over the field of view (Figure 2C). This is achieved either using photoactivatable proteins that are reversibly/irreversibly turned on (PALM/FPALM) or through reversible stochastic photoswitching of organic dyes in the presence of a reductor in oxygen-depleted medium (STORM/dSTORM).

The amount of simultaneously emitting molecules can be controlled by modulating the intensities of an excitation laser (typically in the visible spectrum), which serves to image and turn off (or photobleach) the fluorophores. In addition, a lower wavelength laser is used to repopulate the excited state through dye-dependent mechanisms. STORM relies on pairs of activator and reporter dyes coupled to the same probe molecule. The activator dye absorbs at the activation laser wavelength and facilitates the activation of the reporter dye through energy transfer between adjacent molecules. The activated reporter dye absorbs light from the excitation laser, and its emission position is localized. In contrast, dSTORM makes use only of the absorption properties of the reporter dye. It is worth mentioning that
both methods use similar activation/excitation schemes and imaging buffer composition.

Localization precision in SMLM is in the range of ∼10–30 nm and can be improved using brighter probes. However, the smaller the uncertainty in the emitter position, the higher the fluorophore-labeling density required to effectively increase the structural resolution.\textsuperscript{40} According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the average distance between adjacent fluorophores must be twice smaller than the desired resolution. For the evaluation of SMLM image resolution, a Fourier ring correlation method was introduced, with the advantage that no detailed knowledge of the sample is needed for the calculation.\textsuperscript{50}

For the reconstruction of a high-resolution image, the positions of all the detected single-molecule fluorescent events are overlaid, with intensities reflecting both density and localization uncertainty (Figure 2C, right). To collect a sufficient amount of localization data, most often tens of thousands of frames are needed for biological samples. The long acquisition times, typically lasting tens of minutes, lead to nonnegligible sample drift. In the axial direction, drift is corrected during acquisition with an autofocus feedback system. Lateral drift is corrected during postprocessing thanks to fiducial markers added to the sample or using spatiotemporal cross-correlation of localizations.\textsuperscript{51}

The first studies of SMLM were performed in the TIRF mode, which limits the depth of excitation, achieving subdiffraction resolution in all three directions.\textsuperscript{41–43} However, to image structures located further than ∼200 nm above the coverslip surface, several optical and computational techniques have been developed to obtain axial localization information (3D SMLM). Three categories of 3D-SMLM methods can be distinguished: interferometric approaches (including 4Pi, also used in 3D-STED and 3D-SIM configurations),\textsuperscript{52} multiple plane imaging,\textsuperscript{53} and PSF engineering. The last category breaks the symmetry of the PSF, thus the axial position of fluorophores can be determined using calibration curves. A widely used approach is the introduction of astigmatism in the microscope emission path either with a cylindrical lens\textsuperscript{54} or with adaptive optics, which in addition allow optical aberrations correction.\textsuperscript{55} Axial resolutions reported with this method have reached ∼50 nm within a range of ∼750 nm. Alternatively, higher probing depth has been obtained by double helix shaping of the PSF (∼1.5 μm) with similar axial resolution.\textsuperscript{56} Isotropic resolution of ∼10–15 nm with a 3 μm axial range was achieved with the self-bending PSF method.\textsuperscript{57} A detailed overview of 3D SMLM approaches as well as a critical assessment of their performances and applicability have been recently provided by Hajj et al.\textsuperscript{58}

A further improvement of SMLM has been the optical sectioning capacity. Thick samples, such as whole cells (up to ∼10 μm above the coverslip surface) and 3D cell cultures (50–150 μm deep), have been imaged combining 3D PALM with two-photon activation\textsuperscript{59} and light-sheet microscopy,\textsuperscript{60,61} respectively.

The development and characterization of new photo-switchable proteins and organic fluorophores with different spectral and photophysical properties favored the multicolor extension of SMLM.\textsuperscript{10,62–64} Thus, the relative distribution of various molecular assemblies and cellular structures in both fixed\textsuperscript{65,66} and live\textsuperscript{67–69} cells have been revealed with remarkable detail.

**Live cell imaging**

A notable strength of FM is the possibility to directly probe biological processes in living samples. This allows not only the visualization of biomolecules in their nearly natural environment, but also the study of dynamics and structures of biomolecular factors, their interactions, and their transport. The high contrast, specificity, and sensitivity and the relatively low invasiveness and versatility of the labeling have contributed to the establishment of FM as a method of choice for live cell imaging. However, the time scale of a large number of cellular events is such that it remains technically challenging to obtain sufficient temporal resolution, while preserving the sensitivity of detection and the survival of the specimen.\textsuperscript{30} The challenge is even greater when in addition high-spatial resolution is needed to study smaller than the diffraction limit cell components with inherently low molecular density. In this context, the performance of fluorescence microscope configurations for a given live cell experiment is to be evaluated by taking into account the imposed trade-offs in imaging parameters, namely acquisition speed, spatial resolution, imaging depth, and the extent of light-induced photodamage, affecting both the fluorescent probe and sample viability. For instance, improving the temporal resolution demands a faster imaging rate, hence shorter exposure times for excitation. The result is a lower fluorescence signal which affects the attainable spatial resolution. Consequently, laser power is to be increased for better signal detection, leading to phototoxicity, which generates a risk of artifactual observations.

In practice, SRM methods, while having their specific weaknesses and strengths, have been successfully applied for the study of nanoscale-sized dynamic biological phenomena, with imaging speed of tens of frames per second (fps). SIM
offers the highest acquisition rates and reduced photodamage compared to STED and SMLM (10^3–10^6 times lower light exposure), although spatial resolution is limited. Both fast imaging (28 fps) and high resolution (62 nm) have been achieved in STED in a molecularly crowded environment. However, phototoxicity due to the elevated laser powers required to reach high spatial resolution remains a major limitation for live cell imaging with STED. The photon charge applied on the sample was significantly reduced with a STED variant, which uses fluorophore photoswitching in line with the concept of reversible saturable optically linear fluorescence transitions (RESOLFT). The imaging speed was further increased as RESOLFT was combined with multiple doughnut beams to scan the sample simultaneously.

SMLM is intrinsically slow since accurate localization of individual fluorophores requires that only a sparse subset of emitters is fluorescent in each frame within a diffraction-limited spot. Thus, a large number of frames are needed for image reconstruction, which limits the temporal resolution. However, SMLM is able to access single-molecule information, making it an attractive technique to obtain quantitative information on protein numbers and dynamics. The development of high-density localization algorithms led to a considerable decrease in acquisition time. The performance of SRM methods in the context of live cell imaging, and the most recent developments have been discussed elsewhere.

Probes for superresolution imaging
Specific identification of molecules within biological samples with low invasiveness and high imaging contrast are the hallmarks of FM. However, depending on the fluorescent probe and the individual requirements of the imaging technique, particular attention must be paid during sample preparation and the acquisition procedure to avoid potential artifacts.

Molecular tags
Specificity in fluorescent labeling is obtained either with genetically encoded tags fused to the molecular target or with affinity probes. The former strategy allows the labeling of proteins, the tag size is relatively low (~25 kDa), and it is live cell compatible. Fusion protein labels can be either intrinsically fluorescent, ie, the well-known GFP and its variants, or coupled to a fluorescent dye by covalent enzyme–ligand binding, such as the commercially available SNAP-tag (~20 kDa). When introducing tagged proteins in a biological specimen, cell physiology may be altered by overexpression, aggregation, mistargeting, misfolding, and perturbation of protein function, which constitute the main limitation of this labeling approach in conventional microscopies, and to an even greater extent at subdiffraction resolution. A powerful solution is the use of knock-in strategies, providing endogenous expression levels, especially when protein quantification is intended, as in most PALM applications.

Biological structures can alternatively be tagged with affinity probes, among which antibodies are the most widely spread. Antibodies are an accessible, versatile tool, which allows direct specific labeling of endogenous epitopes. They are particularly useful to target, among others, posttranslational protein modifications (phosphorylation, ubiquitination, SUMOylation, etc) and even to recognize methylation sites on DNA. Whereas diffraction-limited microscopy is insensitive to the large dimensions of antibodies (~150 kDa/~15 nm) allowing secondary antibody labeling, in superresolution imaging (SMLM in particular), probe size becomes a parameter potentially limiting the achievable structural resolution. Consequently, primary antibody monovalent fragments (Fab, ~50 kDa) or the naturally occurring single-chain camelid antibodies (also named VHVs or nanobodies, ~15 kDa) are a promising development, though their availability is still limited.

In SRM, a nonnegligible aspect of intracellular component visualization with affinity probes is the requirement for sample fixation and permeabilization. These processing steps inevitably introduce alterations in the specimen, and structural preservation is critical for properly interpreting observations of molecular scale detail. For instance, insufficient fixation or destructive permeabilization may result in target mislocalization or degradation. In contrast, strong fixation (as practiced in EM) preserves the structures, but may also restrain epitope accessibility, thus limiting the labeling density and therefore the achievable structural resolution in subdiffraction imaging experiments. An optimized protocol for SMLM sample preparation has been recently introduced.

Fluorescent molecules
Imaging contrast (ie, how well the structure of interest can be discriminated from its environment) is a crucial component of FM, which relies on the performance of fluorescent molecules. Some general parameters for assessing fluorophores are brightness (calculated as the product of the extinction coefficient and the quantum yield), photostability, and water solubility. Recently, an additional property that describes the ability of fluorescent molecules to transit between bright and dark states, termed photoswitching, has
become fundamental in SRM applications.\textsuperscript{66} The principle of SMLM relies on the detection of single molecules with nanometer precision. Most often this is achieved by separating emission from each single emitter in time by making use of their stochastic photoswitching behavior. In addition, the use of photoswitchable probes has contributed to considerably improve the performance of other superresolution methods such as RESOLFT and SSIM. Fluorophore photoswitching is usually quantified by the number of switching cycles, the number of detected photons per switching event, the duty cycle (fraction of time a fluorophore spends in an on state), and the on and off switching rates.\textsuperscript{63}

The number of switching cycles reflects the number of times an emitter enters the bright state and can be detected. For SSIM, RESOLFT, and live cell SMLM, multiple detections are preferred to construct high-resolution images. In contrast, quantification of absolute protein numbers with PALM would ideally benefit from a single switch before photobleaching. In practice though, all known fluorophores display multiple switching cycles that must be accounted for in quantification procedures\textsuperscript{62–85} (reviewed in Durisic et al\textsuperscript{69} and Shivanandan et al\textsuperscript{79}). The number of detected photons per switching event (a metric of the photoswitch brightness) and the duty cycle (the fraction of time an emitter spends in the fluorescent state) together determine the spatial resolution achievable in SMLM methods. The former is proportional to the localization precision, while the latter limits the number of fluorophores that may be localized within the volume of the PSF. Finally, the on/off switching rates are one factor limiting the speed of image acquisition and thus the temporal resolution of superresolution methods employing photoswitchable probes.

According to their origin, fluorophores are of two types: naturally existing in living organisms and subsequently genetically engineered (FPs), and chemically synthesized (organic dyes). In the context of superresolution imaging, specific advantages of each category impact on the labeling strategy. Typically, the duty cycle of photoswitchable FPs tends to be lower than organic fluorophores and allows imaging of densely labeled structures. In addition, FPs label proteins with a controlled stoichiometry of 1:1, crucial in quantification experiments, whereas organic fluorophores are generally coupled to affinity probes, for which labeling efficiency is difficult to evaluate. In contrast, organic dyes display superior brightness and photostability, allowing higher localization precision. They are available in a broader variety of absorption/emission spectra spanning the visible and importantly the near infrared wavelengths, which makes then convenient for multicolor experiments. While FPs do not require a particular composition of the imaging medium in SMLM experiments, photoswitching of organic fluorophores has been initially obtained by depleting oxygen in the imaging buffer and by addition of a reducer (thiol), toxic for cells. Eventually, the exploration of cell-permeative tags and the optimization of imaging buffers have introduced organic fluorophores in live cell superresolution applications.\textsuperscript{88–93}

Several studies provide systematic evaluation of FPs and organic fluorophores for superresolution applications.\textsuperscript{62,84,94} While most fluorophores have been optimized for a single superresolution technique, probes that display good performance in several of them have been recently developed, such as the photoswitchable proteins Dreiklang\textsuperscript{80} and mMaple,\textsuperscript{96} which will foster the development of multimodal SRM approaches.

The nuclear compartment studied with SRM

Since its first implementation, SRM has made molecular scale insight into major cellular processes, notably membrane receptor distribution and oligomerization, a critical step in cell signaling, possible.\textsuperscript{83,97,98} With the evolution of optical setups providing the possibility to image thick samples and the improvement of analysis procedures performance in lower signal to noise conditions, structures and phenomena deeper in the specimens have become accessible to quantitative analysis. In this section, we review recent SRM studies that have contributed to enrich our understanding of the organization and functioning of the nuclear compartment. Specifically, we will focus on research performed in interphase chromatin folding and transcription machinery dynamics, two crucial components of gene regulation.

RNA polymerase 2 (RNAP2) distribution and dynamics

The most regulated step in gene expression is transcription. It involves complex interactions between DNA and transregulatory elements, the latter including histone modifying enzymes, transcription factors, and RNAP complexes. The DNA-binding properties and dynamics of nuclear factors are central to the understanding of transcription and have been intensively explored with biochemical assays, or more recently with genome-wide chromatin immunoprecipitation techniques and single-particle tracking.\textsuperscript{99} RNAP2 is a well-studied transcription effector; however, its nuclear distribution and dynamics at the molecular level had not been directly probed. In particular, quantitative imaging has been lacking essentially due to the relative abundance of RNAP2 in
the nucleus and microscope limitations. Recently, two elegant SMLM studies have provided molecular scale spatiotemporal insight into RNAP2 clustering in mammalian cells.

Transcription was proposed to take place in RNAP2-enriched foci known as transcription factories, where transcription of multiple loci can be coordinated and potentiated. Cisse et al.

Tested this hypothesis by investigating the dynamics of RNAP2 assembly in live U2OS cells by 2D single-particle tracking PALM, a variant of PALM allowing for the study of the assembly and disassembly dynamics of clusters with a size smaller than the resolution limit. Potential labeling artifacts were discarded by engineering a stable cell line expressing a Dendra2-fused catalytic subunit (RPB1), replacing the endogenous RPB1. Pair-correlation analysis identified clusters of ∼220 nm, while time-correlated detection counting within individual high-density clusters revealed average lifetime of ∼5.1 seconds, reflecting the transient nature of RNAP2 clustering. An analogous labeling strategy was used by Zhao et al., in which RPB1 was fused to a SNAP-tag and labeled with rhodamine dyes. Localization accuracy and efficiency were improved as STORM imaging was performed in a reflected light-sheet configuration, achieving optical sections of ∼1 μm. Absolute numbers of RNAP2 molecules were determined through a novel spatiotemporal clustering analysis, which together with colocalization estimated that the majority (>70%) of detected foci are composed of single RNAP2 molecules. Quantitative SRM has thus brought arguments against a preassembled, stable organization of transcription sites in the nucleus.

Chromatin organization and dynamics

It is well established that gene regulation and cell fate determination depend on the spatial organization of DNA. Until recently, endogenous genome folding could only be addressed through genetic or biochemical methods since nuclear substructures are typically smaller than the resolution limit of conventional optical microscopes. From this perspective, SRM is well suited to provide physical maps of gene regulation processes at molecular resolution and reveal subnuclear structures in situ.

The genetic material in eukaryotes is packed within the nucleus in the form of a nucleoprotein complex termed chromatin. The structural unit of chromatin is the nucleosome, composed of an octamer of the highly conserved histone proteins (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) and 1.65 turns of the DNA molecule. Hence, fluorescent tagging of chromatin can be performed by labeling the core histone proteins, or directly the DNA. The former implies the use of immunofluorescence or protein fusions as discussed before. For instance, dihydrofolate reductase and SNAP-tag fusions have been used for live cell STORM imaging of the histone H2B in mammalian cells, potentially allowing the study of chromatin dynamics in situ.

The second strategy takes advantage of a large variety of intercalating dyes available for sequence-independent DNA labeling. Some of them display SMLM-compatible blinking characteristics and have been successfully used for STORM imaging, namely YOYO-1 in DNA extracts and more recently PicoGreen in live cells90 (Figure 3A). Furthermore, incorporation of modified nucleotides using the DNA replication machinery combined with Click chemistry fluorescent labeling was employed for the visualization of nascent DNA fragments in live HeLa cells with STORM. Another SMLM approach using the DNA-binding kinetics of intercalating dyes rather than blinking is binding-activated localization microscopy. Alternatively, DNA can be stained in a sequence-specific manner through the fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) assay. However, ultrastructural preservation is a major concern in FISH experiments, particularly at enhanced resolution. Adapted protocols have been designed for SIM and will likely be applicable to the higher resolution techniques STED and SMLM. Furthermore, a systematic evaluation of performance of the different histone or DNA-labeling strategies in SRM will allow the validation of the newly observed structural details of chromatin organization (Figure 3).

The global chromatin folding drastically changes throughout the cell cycle, from the ∼500 nm thick and highly compacted chromosomes with characteristic shape in mitosis to the decondensed ∼10 nm chromatin fiber in interphase. These orders of magnitude structural variations represent a specific challenge in superresolution experiments. In mitosis, the high density of DNA and histones is an obstacle to efficient labeling, and sample thickness deteriorates the signal to noise ratio due to out of focus light. Mitotic chromosome organization has been addressed both by 3D SIM and SMLM, and notable achievements have been reviewed elsewhere.

Interphase chromatin, on the other hand, adopts a loose conformation heterogeneously spreading throughout the entire nuclear volume, resulting in low contrast in SIM and STED images or low localization event numbers in SMLM. Several groups have investigated chromatin heterogeneity and reorganization by labeling core histone proteins in mammalian cells under normal cell growth conditions, comparing differentiation states, and upon physiological stimuli. In an early study, Gunkel et al. applied an SMLM variant, namely...
spectral precision distance microscopy (SPDM) in two colors to investigate nuclear distributions of mRFP1-fused H2A and the GFP-fused chromatin remodeler Snf2H in transiently transfected U2OS fixed cells. Counting the number of neighbors in a 300 nm radius showed nonrandom distributions for both factors, with nuclear regions depleted in H2A, sites of local enrichment of Snf2H, and a partial colocalization of the two proteins. Subsequently, a radial distribution function was calculated to quantitatively explore H2B–GFP localizations with 2D SPDM, uncovering chromatin nanostructures on a scale <100 nm. The authors introduced compressibility measures to compare large-scale structural fluctuations with polymer models, which indicated nonrandom chromatin distributions even on the micrometer range. Remarkably, significant differences of H2B distribution depended on the expression method, highlighting the crucial importance of proper fusion proteins targeting. Deeper investigation of H2B nonhomogeneity at the nanometric length scale in the nuclei of fixed U2OS cells was performed using 3D PALM. The Ripley $K(r)$ statistics of H2B-Dendra2 indicated clustering without specific size in the range of 10 nm to 1 µm, compatible with the fractal globule model proposed by chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C) and FISH studies, and supporting the idea that chromatin organization is influenced by interloci contacts. Live cell imaging of H2B-PAGFP further revealed that this organization is highly transient. More recently, secondary antibody immunostaining combined with 2D STORM was used to follow the endogenous H2B heterogeneity throughout differentiation in human and mouse cells. The super resolved images indicated that H2B is distributed in discrete nanodomains throughout the nucleus, and clustering analysis of raw detections confirmed the lack of a characteristic size of nucleosome-enriched domains. The number of histone molecules per nanodomain was extracted using a calibration curve of H2B localizations densities, which were measured in vitro for nucleosome arrays of known length. Nucleosome density and number correlated with the pluripotency grade, indicating that differentiation leads to an increase in domain compaction. Interestingly, computer simulations showed that the observed H2B heterogeneity can be explained by the incomplete nucleosome occupancy of the DNA fiber.

In addition to SMLM, other superresolution methods have been applied to investigate chromatin structure. The transient organization of chromatin was probed with STED in immunostained rat cardiomyocytes, where pixel intensity levels accounted for the local densities of molecules. Induction of hypertrophy, known to cause massive gene

Figure 3 Chromatin labeling strategies for single-molecule localization microscopy. Notes: (A) A 2D live cell dSTORM of DNA in U2OS cells based on direct DNA labeling with PicoGreen. Note the sparser distribution obtained here compared to the rest of the images, which may be due to incomplete labeling or detection. Copyright © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. Figure adapted with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Adapted from: Benke A, Manley S. Live-Cell dSTORM of cellular DNA based on direct DNA labeling. ChemBioChem 2012;13(2):298–301. (B) Subdiffraction (Ba) and superresolution (Bb) image of the bithorax complex domain using Oligopaint; the squares indicate regions where linear densities can be observed; number of events (6,936) is shown at top right of figure. Copyright © 2015, Rights Managed by Nature Publishing Group. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License; please note the Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode. Figure adapted from: Beliveau BJ, Boettiger AN, Avendaño MS, et al. Single-molecule super-resolution imaging of chromosomes and in situ haplotype visualization using Oligopaint FISH probes. Nat Commun. 2015;6:7147. Available at: http://www.nature.com/ncomms/2015/150512/ncomms8147/full/ncomms8147.html. Abbreviations: dSTORM, direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy; hFb, human fibroblast.
expression changes, resulted in multilevel redistribution of endogenous H3. Furthermore, SIM imaging of the β-globin locus with FISH in mouse erythroid cells allowed for following of chromatin folding dynamics in opposing transcriptional states. Size and shape analysis revealed that inactive chromatin explores a wide range of conformations, while gene activation resulted in the FISH spot condensation.

Overall, whole-genome labeling methods combined with SMLM have provided a glimpse at the complexity in chromatin organization. However, two main drawbacks currently make interpretation of images difficult and functional studies complicated. The first is the lack of genomic specificity, and the second is the common appearance in the observed structures of collections of protein clusters displaying no clear continuity. Recently, a new approach based on Oligopaint technologies provided one possible solution to these issues. In this method, thousands of short, fluorescently labeled oligonucleotides are used to produce a FISH probe that covers large genomic regions. The application of this method to visualize topological domains has produced impressive superresolution reconstructions of the Bithorax Complex domain in Drosophila (Figure 3B).

### Conclusion and prospects
Superresolution fluorescence imaging allows visualization of cellular components in the range of 10–200 nm, so far unexplored by diffraction-limited fluorescence microscopies. The optical configurations and analysis methods have undergone significant development over the last few years. However, several important obstacles need to be circumvented for superresolution microscopies to become widespread.

Superresolution microscopies are typically more difficult to implement than conventional microscopies, and their results more difficult to assess. Several important controls have to be performed in the quality of acquisition and analysis in order to ensure an accurate reconstruction. These are usually performed by custom-made software packages. Unfortunately, few tools currently exist that allow for quality controls, and these are often not available to the community. Ideally, future software developments should be made in a common, open-source platform easy to port, validate, and improve. In this respect, much is to be learned from software development paradigms used by other communities (ie, CCP4 package for crystallography).

Conventional microscopy can be performed in multicolor due to the large panel of organic and genetically encoded fluorescent probes available. This is currently not the case for SRM, which is in practice limited to at most two colors or less for live applications on real biological systems. In part, this limitation is due to a general lack of adapted fluorophores. Hopefully, future developments will improve our choice of available dyes. The careful study of dye photophysics will likely improve our ability to rationally engineer better dyes and devise new acquisition and analysis modes, as well as help characterize novel fluorophores found by screening methods.

Finally, an important limitation of current SRM relies on their poor performance in thick specimens (eg, embryos, tissues). This limitation is due to the increase in aberrations with the distance to the objective as well as to the diffusion of light through highly inhomogeneous media. Recent developments using selective plane illumination, adaptive optics, and multifocus microscopy will likely be key to alleviate, at least in part, these important current hurdles.
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